Support for Skill Acquisition in Youth Basketball

Context
Young players training is often devoted to undersized staﬀ within organisations such as associations
mostly composed of volunteers in France for youth basketball. It frequently happens to have 1 single
trainer for 10 to 16 players in a training session. Moreover, most of the teams don’t train more than twice
a week. Therefore, skill acquisition ought to be eﬃcient! Whereas trainer education remains the key factor
for better training, new technologies based on Computer Vision and Machine Learning could be of great
support in such a process. This project aims at providing youth basketball trainers real-time video analysis
toolings in order to improve skill acquisition, its outcomes, its duration, etc.

Objectives
The preliminary work ot this project consists in investigating the best camera settings according to several
analysis features. It will then provide the prerequisite tooling for addressing the overall goal. In fact, it also
consists in developing both video acquisition systems and analysis feature processings in order to assess
which is the best one according to the evaluation criterion below.

Tasks
This work then consists of:
developing the video acquisition systems that correspond to the camera settings
developing the video processings that correspond to the analysis features
carrying out experiments that lead to ﬁnd out the best setting
writing scientiﬁc papers that detail this work

Evaluation Criterion

The criterion for camera setting evaluation are:
video acquisition hardware cost (in €)
video acquisition software cost (in lines-of-code)
video acquisition system performance (in seconds)
analysis feature software processing cost (in lines-of-code)
analysis feature processing performance (in seconds)
analysis feature processing accuracy (in Precision, Recall and F-Measure)

Camera Settings

The targeted camera settings are:
1 camera with motion tracking
2 cameras with image selection
2-as-1 cameras with image merging

Analysis Features

The targeted analysis feature are:
court detection: detect the basketball court in an image
player detection: detect the players in an image
player tracking: track the players through successive images
team detection: gather players into teams in an image
play detection: cut a video sequence into subsequences that correspond to actions
play classiﬁcation: predict the type of play for each player in a video sequence

Technologies
The targeted technologies are:
OpenCV for both Computer Vision and Deep Learning (https://opencv.org/)
Java as programming language

Roadmap
Tasks

State-of-the-Art
reading the diﬀerent articles about machine-learning based sport analysis
Reading
collecting and analysing articles
Writing
summing up all readings
Dataset
building a dataset of youth basketball videos
Initial
building a ﬁrst dataset for prototyping the analysis components
Intermediate
building a common dataset with the diﬀerent video acquisition systems
Final
releasing publicly the dataset that will support the experiments
Cameras
developing video acquisition systems with camera settings
1 camera system with motion detection processing
2 cameras with image selection processing
2-as-1 cameras with image merging processing
Analysis
developing video processing components for the analysis features

Milestones
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